Service Line
Assessments

DEFINE
Deﬁne the Process and Assess the Problem

MEASURE
Measure the Current Performance

Explore a Full/Rapid Assessment to Improve
Your Agency’s Operations, Technology,
Finances, and Clinical Processes.
Providers have tighter budgets with less room for error.
That’s where outside and knowledgeable perspectives
become invaluable and necessary. We are a dedicated team
who works collaboratively with your organization to recharge
your business’s operational, technological, regulatory,
clinical, and ﬁnancial performance.

ANALYZE
Analyze the Process for Issues and
Root Causes

IMPROVE
Determine Best Practices and Build
Leadership Reports

CONTROL
Real solutions are tailored. Our team provides affordable,
comprehensive and customized post-acute care consulting
services that are scalable to your company’s unique needs.

maxwellhca.com

847.436.9759

Maintain the Improved Process

sales@maxwellhca.com

Identify Opportunities
for Optimization

Service Line Assessment
Revenue Cycle Management
Your agency needs a complete review of your revenue cycle process. It’s time to determine any potential
risks that may harm your ﬁnancial performance. There’s no need to be left in the dark because of improper
training, inaccurate processes, and lack of best practices. MHA is ready to assist and overhaul your revenue
cycle to get you paid in a timely manner. Ready to stop losing money?

QAPI
A sound quality assurance program is the backbone of any successful agency. MHA’s team of experts have
seen the issues that affect agencies of all shapes and sizes, and through our expertise can create a QAPI plan
tailored to your success. We will analyze your current processes, update any items that aren’t working, and
train your staff in an end-to-end adoption plan.

Home Health
MHA uses our expertise and resources to guide home health agencies in addressing your most
operational, clinical, and ﬁnancial challenges, allowing you to focus on providing quality care and improving
patient outcomes outlined by the Home Health Value-Based Purchasing Model. We will work to ensure
meaningful, measurable results as providers pursue the goal to optimize billing processes or inact accurate
OASIS coding practices. Our capabilities offer a broad range of services from OASIS accuracy, coding,
revenue cycle management, billing, PDGM optimization, clinical compliance and much more.

Hospice
MHA will dig deep into your operations and identify areas of improvement. We’ll make appropriate
recommendations to get your agency to run smoothly and effectively. Our services ensure an increase in
referrals and streamlines admissions and revenues that provide effective, caring services. We’ll work with you
to improve billing processes, ensure compliance with Hospice Compare quality measures and Medicare
reporting requirements.

People. Process. Technology.
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